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[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 

 
Description and [Explanation?] of the Plan and Elevated sections of the Stones 

that are laid several feet under high water, require something more than merely their own 
gravity [crossed out: them of] to keep them in their respective places while the force of 
the sea will be very liballe to force them from their beds while the structure is in progress 
therefor holes 1 ½ in. [deep] are to be drilled through the stone and after laying they are 
to be drilled or perforated to the depth of 6 to 7 inches in the stone immediately below, 
and oken trenails inserted into the hole with a saw [draft?] across the lower end into 
which a small wedge inserted; and when driven hence it becomes quite firme, the trenail 
is then to be cut flush with the upper bed of the stone and split and an other wedge 
inserted and driven into the upper end of the trenail, the whole will of course have to be 
laid with great nicety, which must be done be corresponding check marks which must be 
previously arranged, by the workmen at the work yard, so as to fit without trouble at the 
Rock, to preserve the respective position of the Superincumbent courses to make bond 
through out the whole Edifice.  

 
I have not calculate the expence of any Balcony about the building at the 

entrance, one can be erected should it be thought advisable.  Cranes and proper tackel for 
hoisting up the Light keepers is put into the estimate.  

 
 

[Figures and notations appear upside down on page] 
 

  24,582  cubic feet of granite      67,967.60 
        x 40 cents         6 79676 
$  9,832.80      $74764.36 
 
  94614  sup[erficial]feet of hammered dressed stone  510 
      x 20 cents 
18,922.80 
 
  12,500  lin[ea]r feet of [joggle-belts?] and [gracers?] 
       x 50 
    6,250.00 
 
      2500  copper ladder 
          33 
      7500    [additional mathematical computations 
     7500     listed on the page] 
     825.00 



 
 

[page 2] 
 
 The whole structure is prepared to be built of granite and [all] and every stone 
composing the edifice is to be completly fitted at some [cenvess?] and work yard nigh the 
quarry and take to the rock in some suitable vesels and there deliver upon scow built or 
fitted for the purpose that are to be moved as nigh the site of the building as is practable, 
from which the stones are to be hoisted by [crossed out: proper tackles to the] Darick and 
tackle set upon the rock, this part of the work is calculated to be done by days work 
employing skilful stone mason to superintend the works at the Rock, the Hammer-
dressing drilling and furnishing the stone may be done at some quarry by some suitable 
person who has been know to do good work and is judged capabale to perform the work 
[crossed out: enter] by a contract to be delivered at the Rock or on board of scows as 
mentioned above and the work accept when laid into the work. 
 
 It is very important that the first course be imbeded into the Rock so that no water 
can possibly get under it. 
 
 The Light-House is of a circular form, and composed of black granite. The 
entrance is on the 13th course 21 feet 8 inches above the beding of the first course which 
is shewn on Plan No. 1  Fig. 1. 
 
 Fig. 2 shews the store Room and entrance which is on the 13th course and 21 feet 
8 inches from the bed of the first course and above the rock the entrance is by a Bronz 
ladder twenty feet long. 
 
 There has been no estimade for a Lantern and Lighting apparatus calculating to 
use the on the present building, but not having taken a very exact plan of the Lantern I 
have placed upon the plans [crossed out: such shape and dimensions] such representation 
of Lanterns as I thought [crossed out: best] would be best accepted [crossed out: both?] 
for appearance, and use,  
 
  

[written upside down on the page] 
 

Nov 20th  1838 
Estimate for [crossed out: a stone] Light-House to be Built 

of Stone on the Whales-Back in Portsmouth Harbor 
 

 Cubic feet   Sup[erficia]l feet  feet 
   22,582          99,350           10,018 
 
 
 

[written along left margin] 



Calculations of masonry 
W. B. Light House 


